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Purpose and Outputs
Purpose: To provide knowledge about what local leadership is and to set out
key prerequisites for good local leaders who pursue both democracy and
efficiency at the same time.
Outputs:
• Understanding of the theoretical approaches to leadership and leadership
theories.
• Awareness of the nature of managerial work and role.
• Knowledge of charismatic leadership and both the opportunities and
threats associated with it.
• Understanding of other relevant concepts: leadership and organisational
culture, cultural development, and leaders vs. managers in public
organisations.

A pause for thought

Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

Key questions
• Bottom-up vs Top-down approach
• Democracy and efficiency – compatible concepts?

Identification of local leadership in Slovakia

Identification of local leadership in Ukraine

Leaders? Why yes/not?
• Leonid Kuchma
• Viktor Yushchenko
• Yulia Tymoshenko
• Arseniy Yatsenyuk
• Vitali Klitschko
• Nadiya Savchenko

Leadership Theories in Management and
Organizational Behavior
• By leadership, most people mean the capacity of someone to direct and
energize people to achieve goals.
• Researchers have tried to determine those characteristics, or traits, that make a
person an effective leader.
House and Mitchell (1974) considered four leadership styles:
• directive, where the leader gives speciﬁc directions and expectations;
• supportive, marked by encouraging, sympathetic relations with subordinates;
• achievement-oriented, where the leader sets high goals and high expectations
for subordinates’ performance and responsibility; and
• participative, where the leader encourages subordinates to express opinions and
suggestions.

The Nature of Managerial Work and Roles
• Ever since the classical theorists began trying to deﬁne the role of the
administrator, the approach of planning, organizing, staffing,
directing, coordinating, reporting, and budgeting (POSDCORB), or
some variant of it has served as a guiding conception of what
managers must do

Transformational Leadership
• Transactional leaders motivate followers by recognizing their needs and
providing rewards to fulﬁll those needs in exchange for their performance
and support.
• Transformational leaders raise followers’ goals to higher planes, to a focus
on transcendental, higher-level goals akin to the self-actualization needs
deﬁned by Maslow. In addition, they motivate followers to transcend their
own narrow self interest in pursuit of these goals, for the beneﬁt of the
community or the nation. Martin Luther King Jr. provides an example of a
leader who did not simply offer to exchange beneﬁts for support but also
called for a new order of existence — a society of greater justice — and
inspired many people to work for this vision. Many others refrained from
opposing it because of its moral rightness.

• Bennis and Nanus (1985) drew a sharp distinction between leading
and managing. The latter, they said, involves taking charge,
accomplishing goals with efficiency, discharging the sort of functions
listed by Mintzberg and other researchers on management functions
(described earlier), and generally “doing things right ” (p. 21).
Leading involves guiding directions, actions, and opinions, or as they
put it, “ doing the right thing” (p. 21). Excellent leaders, they
concluded, lead others largely by carefully managing themselves,
through such strategies as the following:

Charismatic Leadership

• leaders sometimes inﬂuence followers not just through traditional or
formal authority, but also through exceptional personal qualities that
invoke strong conﬁdence, loyalty, and commitment from followers.
The attributional theory of charismatic leadership treats charisma as
primarily a matter of the characteristics that followers attribute to their
leader. According to this view of charismatic leadership, followers are more
likely to react this way when the leader displays certain behaviors and skills,
such as when the leader does the following:
• Advocates a vision that is different from the status quo, but still acceptable
to followers.
• Acts in unconventional ways in pursuit of the vision.
• Engages in self-sacriﬁce and risk taking in pursuit of the vision.
• Displays conﬁdence in the leader’s ideas and proposals.
• Uses visioning and persuasive appeals to inﬂuence followers, rather than
relying mainly on formal authority.
• Uses the capacity to assess context and locate opportunities for novel
strategies.

Charismatic leadership cont.
The self-concept theory of charismatic leadership actually comes to
some very similar conclusions, but it emphasizes more observable
characteristics of the leader and followers.
Leaders have charismatic effects on followers when the followers:
• feel that the leader’ s beliefs are correct,
• willingly obey the leader and feel affection for him or her,
• accept high performance goals for themselves,
• become emotionally involved in the mission of the group and feel
that they contribute to it, and
• regard the leader as having extraordinary abilities.

BUT
• Charismatic leadership raises a lot of important questions about the nature
and appropriateness of such forms of leadership.
• For example, if an organization becomes highly dependent on the special
qualities of an individual leader, this raises challenges when the leader
departs.
• Also, researchers on this topic have pointed out that there can be a dark
side to charismatic leadership, and that there is a difference between
positive charismatics and negative charismatics.
E.g. Hitler vs Martin Luther King
• At the local level: Eastern European historical background, lack of
independent media, low level of public participation provide space for
negative charismatics.

Democratic Leadership
• Elitism
• In order to democratise public management and bring genuine local
governance, one would have to deal with such elites which occupy
not only the top decision-making positions but often the lower levels
of public administration. Some might see this task as virtually
impossible and they provide Michels’ famous argumentation of the
Iron law of oligarchy.

Leadership and Organizational Culture
• The development of strategies and mission statements often draws on
ideas about culture, and it in turn seeks to shape culture.
• organizational culture is the pattern of shared meaning in an organization
(Trice and Beyer, 1993).
• For example, local leaders aspiring to become mayors have to be aware of
the organizational culture of the town or city hall. It will bring a lot of effort
and time to change it and to bring in new values which will define the new
organizational culture. Town and city halls often lack the necessary
resources to attract top peforming staff. As a result, even the most
motivated and charismatic local leaders find it often very difficult to work
with their staff and it can take years to either change their mindset (rather
unlikely) or to change the makeup of the town hall.

Leading Cultural Development
• Path dependancy
• A long-term member of the organization, for example, often plays the
strongest role in embodying and transmitting existing cultures.
• leaders of high-performance organizations typically strive for an
improved culture, even if the organization performs well already
(Kotter and Heskett, 1992).
• Enhancing culture involves understanding its nature, assessing the
particular culture of one’s organization, dealing with multiple
subcultures as necessary, understanding the different cultural forms
in the organization, and using those forms to facilitate change.

How to develop an effective culture 1/2
• Make clear what leaders will monitor, ignore, measure, or control.
• React to critical incidents and organizational crises in ways that send
appropriate cultural messages.
• Practice deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
• Establish effective criteria for granting rewards and status, for
selection and promotion of employees, and for dismissal or
punishment.
• Coordinate organizational designs and structures with cultural
messages.

How to develop and effective culture 2/2
• Coordinate organizational systems and procedures with cultural
messages.
• Design physical spaces, including facades and buildings, to
communicate the culture.
• Employ stories about events and people.
• Develop formal statements of the organizational philosophy or creed.
• Approach cultural leadership as comprehensive organizational
change.

Leaders and Managers in Public Organizations
PUBLIC MANAGERS VS PRIVATE MANAGERS???
public managers operate within contexts that require rather distinctive skills
and knowledge:
• Jurisdiction-wide rules for personnel, purchasing, budgeting, and other
administrative functions, usually with an oversight agency administering
them, which limit executive authority.
• Legislative and interest-group alliances with subgroups and individuals
within the organization
• Control by legislatures, chief executives, and oversight agencies over
resource and policy decisions, and strong demands for accountability
• The inﬂuence of the press
• The short tenure of many top executives
• The absence of clear and accepted performance measures

Performance-related pay (PRP) in public organizations
• PROS AND CONS???
• ‘PRP should be linked to the performance management (or appraisal);
• PRP should be tailored to the particular needs of the organization;
• criteria for making PRP awards should be balanced;
• awards should be flexible and paid in different ways;
• credit should be given for working as a member of a team;
• PRP criteria should not refer exclusively to short-term objectives;
• employees should be able to participate in the PRP design process;
• thought should be given to getting the message across.’
McCourt and Eldridge (2003, 163-164)

SEMINAR
• Students are given a newspaper article or have to bring their own
case study of a local leader who was either successful or unsucessful
in his/her plans to achieve open governance, multi-level governance
or some of its features.
• Students choose an example of a local government that they are
familiar with. What would they change in terms of its culture? How
easy/diffuclt would it be for a local leader to lead such cultural
development or change in their selected example?

QUESTIONS and DISCUSSION
1) Using an example of a local leader, to what extent does charismatic
leadership affect his/her success? How important is charisma for
local leaders compared to other traits?
2) Identify famous national and local leaders and compare and
contrast their traits. What made them good leaders and what made
them good managers?
3) Consider the advantages and disadvantages of implementing a PRP
system in a selected local government office. How easy/difficult
would it be for a local leader to propose and then implement such a
system?

Working with Slovak case studies: Group work

Managing a Town in a Different Way: A Mayor
Transforms a Slovak Town
This case study examines how a mayor of one of Slovakia’s largest towns, Martin,
managed to introduce and fully implement large-scale anti-corruption measures at
his town hall in just two years between 2008 and 2009 and during his first term in
office. Despite being a political outsider and an independent candidate, the mayor
secured enough political support from the various local political factions to push
through the measures. Various examples and elements of New Public Management
(NPM) and good governance principles were implemented as a matter of
coincidence and rather as a by-product of the concrete anti-corruption measures.
Compared to a limited number of similar anti-corruption strategies that can be
identified in other local governments in Slovakia, Martin has been the first local
government to carry out such a multi-faceted approach to fight and prevent
corruption. The paper provides a narrative of the case study which will be
illustrated by organisations and institutions literature. Particular attention is given
to the leadership, skills and ability of the mayor to implement such far-reaching
organisational and institutional changes.

Transparent Town Project
• First phase: May 2008 – August 2008; included an audit of selected
policies of the town
• Second phase: September 2008 – April 2009; included preparation
and approval of anti-corruption measures in selected town policies
• Third phase: May 2009 – today; has included implementation of
accepted measures into everyday life

Trait Theories
• Some of the interviewees pointed out Martin Mayor’s relatively
young age (mid 30s), physical characteristics (large stature and
imposing physical presence) as well as his former career as
a professional theatrical actor and acquired acting skills.
• Arguably, they could have played a minor yet a notable role in the
policy process and particularly during its initiation.
• Hrnciar himself talks of his former acting career as being
advantageous for his decisive political conduct, public speaking skills,
and the ability to memorise new rules and legislation regarding local
government (Kapustova, 2009). Perhaps indeed qualities of an
effective leader.

The path - goal theory of leadership
If applied in Martin, Hrnciar’s leadership style towards his subordinates could be
considered as achievement - oriented. The mayor indeed set high goals and high
expectations for subordinates’ performance and their responsibility. A number of
interviewed staff responded that the mayor’s vision of transparent Town Hall and
of public service delivery is what motivated them to perform better. What is more,
Hrnciar has been praised both by his staff and council members as a very
communicative person who is always able to communicate through his decisions if
needed.
“I suppose the most significant moment was the communication between the
members of the Town Council, who were the only people with competency to
approve the financial means necessary to support the project... Without the
needed support of the members of the Town Council, the project itself could not
have been formed into actual measures” (Martin Town Hall, 2010: 16)

Transformational and transactional leadership
• Hrnciar had no ambition of becoming a transformational leader and
rather acted as a well performing and respected transactional leader.
• Delegation and Discretion
• The Media
• United Nations Public Service Award

• International support

Case conclusion
• A young and energetic leader, a respected NGO, dedicated chief of staff, sophisticated
media campaign, and international recognition were all key to successful
implementation, results and international praise of the project. However, without
Hrnciar and his leadership qualities none of it would have come into reality. Hrnciar has
been praised by his subordinates and council members for his leadership skills and
qualities and the paper identified achievement – oriented leadership, stress
management, delegation based on mutual trust, and charismatic leadership as his main
public leadership qualities. Moreover, although effective leaders do not portray a
uniform set of traits, Hrnciar’s decisiveness, oratory and persuasion skills have no doubt
played a significant role too in the success of the Transparent Town project.

• The case study showed that despite a high level of local government institutionalisation
in Slovakia, path dependency, emphasis on exploitation rather than exploration;
organisational change even in such as a delicate area as fight against corruption is
nevertheless possible.

Questions
• To what extent was Hrnciar able to deliver the change due to his traits
and leadership skills and to what extent did other factors influence his
success (i.e. media, international support)?
• Think of a local leader who delivered a reform in local government in
your country. Apply at least one of the leadership theories on your
case and try to interpret and analyse the actions of the leader and the
reactions of other stakeholders.

3 more cases of local leaders
• Trnava: Peter Bročka, town mayor
• Spišský Hrhov: Vladimír Ledecký, village mayor
• Bratislava: Matúš Čupka, local activist

Trnava – Peter Bročka – The Hipster Mayor

Spiššký Hrhov – Vladimír Ledecký
Municipality as a Business. Mayor as a Manager.
“Leave the Matrix!”

Spišský Hrhov vs Letanovce

IT CAN BE DONE! NO is NOT an answer.

Spišský Hrhov Letanovce
17,500 EUR. 60m2.

The Green Patrol

• Founded in 2011 by Matúš Čupka
• Informal volunteer “Facebook page” group
• Main goal to make Bratislava cleaner

Matúš Čupka – from IBM to rubbish collecting

